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Best Practices:  
Video Setup Recommendations 
In this document you will find the most important information on how to set & 
optimize your video campaigns with LiquidM. 

Video advertising is a booming gold standard for brand storytelling. With users spending 5 times 
longer watching videos than reading static content, the video ad trend is expected to rise 
throughout 2019. LiquidM support of all creative types enables you to reach viewers with rich and 
engaging video content on their most personal devices. In this document, we collected the most 
important information you may need to set up video, target and optimize video ads. Read more to 
learn how to maximize your video campaigns. 

I. Video Supply Overview 

Major Video Supply Partners 
Our suppliers care a great deal about performance and visibility of video ad placements and 
guarantee authentic and brand safe environments for your ads.   

 
More supply for local markets available! Ask your Technical Account Managers for more info. 

Primary GEOS 
We receive video inventory from 20+ leading SSPs across the globe. While featuring traffic in most 
of the world’s countries, we suggest marketers to focus on the following regions to untap the 
biggest sources of high-quality video inventory. Please check the included average monthly reach 
per region to determine the best GEOs for your ads.  

- North America: 75 bn  
- Latin America: 61 bn 
- EMEA: 52 bn 

Want to scale your campaigns? Extra GEOs, volumes, and supply are available upon request. Get 
in touch with your Technical Account Manager to discuss possible solutions. 
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II. Video Asset Recommendations 
We condensed pages of our Suppliers’ Video Specifications into the following table with 
recommendations. Follow these tips to speed for a super fast and hassle-free video campaign 
setup 
 

Property  Specification 

Creative 
Types 

VAST, VPAID & Hosted Videos 

Video 
Duration  

15 & 30 sec 
- Videos between 1-15 sec are referred to as “non-skippable videos”. They are often 

displayed on the publishers' side without skip buttons and can be engaged with 
after completion. 

- 16-30 sec videos are known to as “skippable videos”. Longer 30-second videos may 
help communicate complex information and  increase persuasion among 
consumers aged 35+. 

File Type  .mp4 
.mp4 is the most common video file format, universally accepted by all of our supply 
partners. Some exchanges also support formats, like mov, avi, 3gpp and others, but 
we highly recommend to save your video creatives in mp4.  

File Size  2-4 MB 
Max video size values range anywhere between 10 and 100 MB, depending on the 
supplier. We advise using video creatives no larger than 2-4 MB, due to a better 
performance rate for smaller size creatives.  

Popular Ad 
Sizes 

Interstitial 
- Mobile Interstitial: 320×480, 480×320 
- Tablet Interstitial: 768×1024, 1024×768 
- More Ad Sizes are available. Get in touch to learn more about SSP-specific video 

size & format requirements. 

Extra Tips  - Use logos and brand cues large enough for mobile screens.  
- Make sure your ads can convey the message even with the sound off. 
- Include end cards (companion ads) or a direct response component to drive your 

CTR. 
- Target premium placements and achieve high completion & viewability rates with 

available Video PMP deals. 
- Consider using memorable 6 sec “bumper” ads to suffice the short attention span 

of an average viewer and call them to action. 
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III.  Video Creative Setup 

Creative Upload 
You can upload your video file directly into our creative section.  Our platform will host the video 
file and create a VAST tag which automatically tracks: 

- Video Start 
-  25 % Completion 
- 50 % Completion 
- 75 % Completion 
- 100 % Completion 

 
Drop your video file directly in the creative uploader. Alternatively, you can also paste a 
ready-made VAST or VPAID tag to the creative uploader. 

 

After the upload has been completed you can check the preview to ensure the video was 
uploaded correctly. The preview is only available for VAST uploads and hosted videos. 
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Click on the pencil icon (✎ ) to view and edit your VAST tag. 

 

The generated VAST tag can be used as it is on the LiquidM platform, but you can also add your 
own tracking URLs if necessary. 

URL to VAST Wrappers 
You can also paste a URL to the external VAST/VPAID into the upload form. If the URL leads to a 
valid VAST/VPAID, the platform will generate a VAST wrapper linked to your externally hosted 
VAST/VPAID. 

End Cards  
As soon as the video is uploaded you have an option to add the end card.  

 

An end card, also known as a companion ad, is a static image which is displayed after the video has 
been finished to increase your video performance. A user interacting with the end card will be 
redirected to the same landing page (target URL) as defined in the VAST tag itself.  

Adding some graphical call to action 
elements such as Click Here or Get It For 
Free buttons can improve the 
click-through-rate as they are 
communicating to the user in a more 
direct way than the video ad itself. You 
can define a static end card to any video 
ad you define on the platform. 
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Adding an End Card is optional but highly recommended. 

The following companion ad format guidelines outline the minimum considerations for companion 
ad development. Publishers may offer additional formats and specifications. Please let us know if 
you would like to learn more about specific end card requirements. 

Property  Specification 

Content  End cards are displayed with video content and should not contain any video or 
audio. 

Dimensions   End card dimensions should fit publisher display placement dimensions, but 
common sizes offered are: 

- 300x250 (most commonly cited by 
our supply partners) 

- 300x100 

- 300x60 
- 468x60 
-  728x90 

Image Format   .jpeg, .png (most common), .bmp & .gif 
File Size  200 kb for most ads 

 

PMP Deals 
You can find Private MarketPlace (PMP) deals for all of our video inventory here. Use the Floor 
prices, GEOs and other information included in the document to maximize the campaign 
performance. If you would like to target a specific supplier and/or publisher paste the chosen deal 
ID in the “Deal ID”  field in the Settings section of your Ad. 

 

IV. Manual Optimization 
As soon as your campaigns are up and running, turn to our reporting tool to review their 
performance in real-time. As the reporting metrics for video campaigns differ from the ones used 
for display or native ads, it’s important to get them straight.  

The primary goal of the video ad is to reach the viewer and convey the message you carefully 
crafted into the creative. The longer view time increases the chances this message is properly 
communicated.  Evaluate whether your campaigns and ads succeeded to capture users’ attention 
using the following metrics: 

- Video 25% Viewed 
- Video 50% Viewed 
- Video 75% Viewed 
- Video 100% Viewed 
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Examine your findings and reevaluate your creative if you ads and/or campaigns score low view 
rates. Use appealing visuals and try to hook the users’ attention from the very first seconds. You 
can also try running A/B tests with two or more similar creatives to identify the best scoring video. 

In addition, consider whether you are targeting relevant placements. To see how well your ad 
performs across various ad exchanges and publishers, add Publisher Account and Sites to your 
reporting dimensions.  

 

Evaluate the reporting data to identify the highest and lowest scoring performers. Use the findings 
to include (whitelist) /exclude (blacklist) the desired placements in the Supply Section. We highly 
recommend optimizing your supply selection for placements that score at least 75% view rate.  

Last but not the least reporting tip: you can use a CTR metric to optimize your video campaigns. 
Check the number of viewers who click on your ad and are redirected to your landing page. Make 
sure your landing page corresponds to the latest supplier requirements. 

We hope this information will enable you to create and run hassle-free video campaigns. Please let 
us know if you have any questions! 
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